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Facilities By ADF: Contents

About ADF:
from humble beginnings…
1992

…to a fully coordinated
facilities service

Facilities by ADF started life as Andy

Next, experienced media logistics

Dixon Facilities – a one-man mission

expert Steve Haines joined the venture,

to create a high-quality production

which led to the introduction of

facilities company.
Founder Andy Dixon says he found

2017

Today, Facilities by ADF is a 24-hour, 7-days-a-week

Our management team have clear vision and goals

operation with a large fleet of world-class location

for the business and our customers appreciate our

vehicles. Our experienced team is based in Bridgend

commitment to our values, which is why so many have

articulated trailers and bespoke vehicle

and Bordon, organised into dedicated departments

stayed with us from the early days, benefiting from our

fit-outs to meet customer requirements,

including account management, logistics, transport,

friendly and professional service.

along with an expanding team.

workshops, HR and accounts.

himself in the film and television

Ongoing investment in our people, infrastructure

industry by default, but quickly became

It wasn’t long before ADF was

ADF’s founders have invested both time and

and fleet ensures that we can continue adapting to

familiar with the needs of production

supplying network TV dramas and small

money into continual improvements over the

the evolving needs of the film and television industry,

companies. After working with several

film projects across Wales, then further

years, from detailed staff training to innovative

maintaining our position as a leading provider of on-

other facilities providers, he felt that

throughout the UK and Europe.

vehicle modifications. The rewards have been

location support.

there was a gap in the market for a

happy customers, repeat business and enthusiastic

better level of service.

recommendations, along with a strong industry
reputation for consistent and high-quality service.

A rather mature bus became his first
diner, followed by a bijou honeywagon
hand-rollered in battleship grey by
Andy himself. They were the pride
of his fleet – which grew along with
demand, as word started to spread.
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Facilities By ADF: About us
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Our team

At Facilities by ADF, we value experience and
professionalism very highly. We also firmly believe
that diligent training and thoughtfully developed
procedures are vital to the maintenance of a strong
and reliable workforce.
Our friendly team is made up of skilled account
managers, logistics specialists, drivers and trade
specialists, who live and breathe their individual
crafts within the film and television industry –
and also understand the sensitive nature of the
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projects they are required to support.
To find out more about our team, visit

C

www.facilitiesbyadf.com/team
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facilities by ADF: Our team

Impeccable credentials

Our service

We always aim to provide a responsive, transparent

Once our on-location service commences, our

Our location teams are trained in

and efficient service to our clients. This begins with a

experienced heads of department (HODs) and

health and safety, first aid and

straightforward quotation, then a clear agreement of

base teams closely manage the supply and use

transport compliance, giving you

the requirements that Facilities By ADF will deliver.

of our vehicles. This daily service covers:

confidence that your on-location

An account manager is appointed to act as a single
point of contact, to make sure that:

needs will be handled professionally
• Set-up and cleaning

at all times.

• Undertaking location checks with location teams,
• Daily vehicle requirements are in place and on track
• Detailed plans are created for loading, unloading,
unit moves, or any additional vehicles needed
• Each client receives a weekly report, which details
the current week’s spending, plus bookings for the
following week and associated costs

to check access and parking at unit base locations

Constant checks

• Liaison with the production’s assistant directors
(ADs) to check that each department and artiste

Meanwhile, our front-line teams are

vehicle is running as it should

further supported and kept on the road

• Provision of on-the-ground updates by HODs,

by a huge team of specialists.

including changes to locations and schedules

Our workshops at Bridgend and

• Swing drivers to support the base team, for

Bordon provide mechanical and body

moving units between locations

repairs, while our dedicated planners
produce daily task sheets to make sure
that nothing is missed.

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Our service

Health & safety

Our responsibilities

As a provider of specialist vehicles, Facilities by ADF

For all transport, workshops, offices

maintains a strong compliance profile which covers

and unit bases, we operate according

not just our vehicles, but also associated matters such

to a detailed policy that is reviewed

as power, water and health and safety.

every six months, working closely with

Electrical safety and support

our H&S advisers and auditors. We
This includes industry-leading standards for electrical

also produce risk assessments for each

safety and water testing, while our legal obligations for

location base.

We’re an NIC-registered contractor, so
you can be confident that all installation
and testing is carried out to approved

vehicles extend to strict management of drivers’ hours

standards. This includes annual vehicle

and working directives.

testing and on-location audits to check

For each project, we provide a pre-production pack

We also take training very seriously, making sure that

which covers risk assessments and safe systems of

all our staff are appropriately skilled and qualified to

work, along with details of our procedures and

undertake their allocated tasks. This includes driver

client obligations.

assessments, operator licence awareness training

supply, cables and distribution.
Plus, for maximum client convenience,
we employ our own electricians and
apprentices, who are available on a

(OLATS), IOSH and fork-lift truck training.

24-hour call-out basis. All unit bases
are powered by our truck-mounted
generating sets, supplied and
maintained by our reliable contractor
PowerTek Services.

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Compliance

Improving life on location

Our fleet

Facilities By ADF is proud to offer an industry-

Over the years, we’ve listened closely to what our

leading fleet of location department vehicles and

clients have told us, then used what we’ve learned to

artiste trailers, all carefully designed to meet the

continually update and embellish what we offer. This

exacting requirements of our clients in the film

has involved substantial investment in our fleet to

and television industry.

create contemporary spaces which make daily work
easier and more comfortable.

Our department vehicles include dedicated fit-outs
for use by costume, make-up, production, dining

Our vehicles are:

and technical professionals – and all are expertly
customised by the experienced trade team at our

• Air-conditioned

Bridgend workshop.

• Spacious and expertly fitted out with
durable interiors
• Lit by long-lasting, environmentally friendly
LED lights
• Powered by low-emission generators
• Compliant with legal operating standards
for road transport businesses

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Our fleet

Artiste trailers by
General Coach

General Coach of Canada produces luxurious, striking
vehicles which demonstrate an unprecedented
commitment to contemporary style and comfort.
After nearly 70 years producing recreational vehicles,
their reputation for quality and integrity is unmatched
– and that’s why we enjoy using their Black Diamond

“Our Black Diamond editions are like no
other trailers being produced today.
In fact, our single-artiste trailer was
designed and built with the actor in mind.
The interiors look more like a modern-day
condo than they do a trailer.”

edition to delight our clients.
- Roger Faulkner,
President, General Coach Canada

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Our fleet - General Coach

Artiste trailers:
Black Diamond

Produced by world-leading travel trailer manufacturer
General Coach of Canada, our premium artiste trailers
offer boutique hotel luxury in mobile form.

Single artiste trailers

Contemporary interior design, uncluttered layouts

A typical single-artiste trailer is designed for a

and superior facilities combine to create an appealing

comfortable life on location, with a private double

haven for actors and other artistes on location.

bedroom, en-suite bathroom and a separate living area
with kitchen facilities.

Our Black Diamond trailers include:
It also provides an open indoor space for discussion
• Televisions and streaming services

and preparation.

• Fridges
• En suite bathrooms
• Soft furnishings
• Air conditioning
• EU-compliant vehicle design

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Artiste Trailers - Black Diamond

Black Diamond:
Multiple artiste trailers
Our two-way and three-way Black Diamond artiste
trailers accommodate multiple private luxury living
areas within one vehicle, with each separate unit
featuring a comfortable sofa, a shower room and
plenty of storage – with the addition of kitchenette
facilities in the two-way models.

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Artiste Trailers - Black Diamond

Costume trailers

Our trailers for costume departments have bags of

Each trailer provides:

space, effective temperature controls and lots of
other helpful features.

• Eye-level hanging rails
• High-level hanging rails

Completely flat floors and side-door access make them

• High-level storage space, plus low-level cupboards

practical for daily use, while LED lighting means no

• Workstation area for alterations

flickering headaches. They’re also kitted out with hot

• Fully fitted preparation area

and cold water, washing and drying appliances, a fridge

• Air conditioning

and drinks facilities.

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Costume trailers

Make-up trailers

In our make-up trailers you’ll find high-quality LED

Each trailer includes:

lighting, fully adjustable hydraulic chairs and plenty of
room to work your magic.

• Up to seven workstations
• Storage space for each workstation

A back-wash sink with flexible support and integral

• Stacking storage in drawers

chair makes hair easier to manage, while flat floors and

• High-level and low-level cupboards

side-door access are ideal for daily use. They also boast

• Air conditioning

hot and cold water, washing and drying appliances, a
fridge and drinks facilities.

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Make-up trailers

Production offices

Television and film productions come in all shapes

Typical features and benefits include:

and sizes – and so do our mobile offices. They’re fully
independent working spaces that comfortably cater
for a busy production team on location.

• Between 4 and 13 desks, depending
on requirements
• Shared, separate and flexible spaces for
different workers
• Kitchen, photocopier and radio shack space
• Air conditioning
• Choice of vehicles including trailer, UK rigid
truck and articulated trailer
• Internal configuration to suit client needs
and preferences

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Production offices

Dining trailers

Honeywagons

On location, there are few things more important

They’re also sensibly sized, with up to 54 seats; and

So, what’s a honeywagon? Despite a name which

Facilities By ADF introduced solar units in 2014

than a comfortable space to eat and drink.

are robustly designed by our workshop team, which

indicates sweet excitement, it actually contains (wait

following customer requests for generator-free

Our dining trailers are air-conditioned and well-lit,

means they easily withstand wear and tear from adverse

for it)... portable toilet facilities. But we promise it’s

facilities. They operate self-sufficiently using power

providing an ideal environment for production

weather conditions and muddy boots.

much nicer than a typical portaloo.

from roof-mounted solar panels, which supply

crews to refuel.

lighting and heated water.
We can supply the industry standard, which
contains two or three cubicles, or – in an innovative

We can also supply larger honeywagons for crowd days

move – solar-powered units which each contain

or unit bases, so you won’t be caught short.

one male and one female cubicle, complete with
hand-washing facilities.

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Dining trailers and honeywagons

Technical vehicles
Our technical vehicles provide the ultimate back-up for

Support vehicles

Our technical vehicles include:

your tech departments. Each comes with experienced

As well as our main fleet, we have a portfolio of
essential vehicles such as generator supply trucks,

and helpful staff, all the power sockets you should ever

•Full size cantilever tail lift

gully suckers to empty honeywagons and runaround

need and a multitude of other benefits.

• Fully racked interior

trucks for costumes, props and more.

• Fridge and kettle supplied
• LED lighting
• Air-conditioning
• Work-bench & charging points

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Technical and support vehicles

APPROVED CENTRE AC01571

Our trading
partners
Our projects
To see more of our projects, visit
www.facilitiesbyadf.com/projects

At Facilities By ADF, we care about providing a
reliable, comprehensive and high-quality service in
all areas. We therefore work closely with a range of
trading partners who specialise in:
• Compliance
• Health and safety
• Training
• Marketing
• Insurance
• Transport operations
These partners are actively engaged with our
daily business, helping us keep up-to-date with
customer demands and respond to continuing
changes in our industry.

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Our trading partners

Bridgend

Our offices

Bordon

Our original base in Bridgend is at the heart of

Other departments include:

everything we do. It’s also home to a specialist
workshop, where our experienced craftsmen build

• Transport – We have a licence to operate

and maintain our fleet of vehicles to

commercial vehicles, which means we’re required

clients’ requirements.

to demonstrate competence and compliance at all

Located at Forest Studios, our Bordon site is a

We also operate offices at other locations to meet

former MOD base and thus provides a vast space to

with clients and discuss future projects, including:

accommodate our fleet and support functions for
London and the south.

• Pinewood Studios

times. Likewise, our skilled and qualified team handles

Along with a dedicated workshop, its

• Pinewood Studio Wales

all logistics, including a fleet of tractor

departments include:
• Space Studios Manchester

units to assist with client filming schedules.
• Account management – Our industry-leading

• Logistics – Our transport planning experts analyse

team provides clients with a single point of contact

customer requirements and schedules to devise

for all matters. They ensure that transparent and

an efficient plan, making sure that all units move

timely information is supplied throughout every

together during production. This often means

production cycle, from the initial quotation to the

working around challenges such as curfews, road

final spending report.

closures and limited access, so requires considerable

• Accounts – Our efficient accounting team is
headed by our finance director.

skill, knowledge and patience.
• Human resources – Our HR team makes sure we’re
never short of skilled drivers for our fleet of vehicles,
along with other carefully vetted staff.

©ADF 2017
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Facilities By ADF: Our offices

Contact us

BRIDGEND OFFICE:

BORDON OFFICE:

Brynmenyn Ind. Estate

Forest Studios Bordon

Bridgend

Whitehill & Bordon Enterprise Park

CF32 9SZ

Budds Lane

+ 44 (0) 1656 725560

Bordon

11/13 Aneurin Bevan Avenue

GU35 0FJ

SALES:

+ 44 (0) 1420 571180

Marsden Proctor

Facilities By ADF are proud to support a range of
worthy causes including:
• Deptherapy - specialist scuba diving programmes
for seriously injured serving armed forces members
and veterans
• Marie Curie - care and support for people living with
any terminal illness, and their families
• Tondu United F.C. - a local youth football team in
Tondu, Bridgend, focussing on football development

+ 44 (0) 7823 342444

through positive support.

WEB:

www.facilitiesbyadf.com

Follow us on Twitter:

@FacilitiesByADF | #FacilitiesByADF
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